ENGLISH LITERATURE QUIZ COMPETITION
(CLASS 9)

Date- 20th August 2020

St. Xavier's school Bathinda has faith in inside out improvement of a student.
Alongside scholastic, a due importance is given to co-curricular exercises.
These exercises help our students to find their shrouded abilities and build up
their imaginative reasoning and envisioning capacity. As Einstein said
imagination is greater than knowledge and encouraging students to be
creative is as important as academics.
The competition was divided into four rounds:
1. First Round (Guess the book/story/author): In this round each team was
asked two questions to name the chapter from which the extracted lines had
been taken and to name the writer/poet of the given novel/book/poem.
Students were asked to reply with the correct answer in 20 seconds.
2. Second Round (Who am I?): In this round through Power Point
Presentation all the teams were asked two questions each related to the
character shown, were also asked to name the book/story and the author of
the same. 30 seconds were given to the students to give the correct answer.
3. Third Round (Visual round): In this round students were shown two
questions each through a presentation and they had to answer it within the
time frame of 20 seconds. Questions were to identify the given literary figure
and his/her famous work.
4. Fourth Round (Figurative Language round): In this round, the teams were
asked to name the literary devices used in the following lines. 20 seconds were
given to the students to give the correct answer.
The result of the competition is as follows:

1. (1st Position) Aaditiya Goyal, Ishaan Bansal and Ridhi Garg of class 9 D.
2. (2nd Position) Himanshu, Tanisha Mittal and Vishwajit Singh Karwal of
class 9E.
3. (3rd position) Pulkitt Girdhar, Aditi Singh and Harisha of 9F.

